
The Year 2/3 team 

Teachers: 
Class 6: Mr Wolfe 

Class 7: Miss Murray 
Class 8: Mrs Cooke and Mrs Glazzard 

Teaching Assistants: 
Miss Fair-Williams 

Mrs Thompson 

Things to remember: 
Bring your reading folder to school on 

Monday 
PE kit must be in school all the time 

Water bottle 
Read at home and practise your spellings

How we can help you: 
You are welcome to speak to us at the 

end of the day if you have any 
questions or concerns. You can send us 

a message via Class Dojo. Look at Seesaw 
to see what we have been doing in class.

Literacy 
In literacy the children will learn how to write a 

Kennings poem and will perfect their cursive 
handwriting. They will especially focus on correctly 
forming letters with ascenders and descenders. They 

will analyse a range of different instructions to 
understand what makes them effective and will use 
this knowledge to create their own set of instruction 
about how to make a wish. For extra challenge they 

will start using subordinating conjunctions. They will 
use Aladdin as a basis to study and write character 

descriptions and diary entries.

Maths 
Year 2 children will consolidate their understanding of 

numbers up to 100 and will begin to learn their two, 
five and ten times tables and the inverse divisions 

operations. Year 3 will build on their existing 
knowledge and learn to multiply using two digit 

numbers. Both year groups will deepen their 
understanding of how to measure and calculate 

length and mass. There will be a continued focus on 
basic skills such as number bonds, doubling and 

halving.

Real Project 
Our project question for this term is “Can we wish for a 

whole new world?” The children will make a personal 
wish, a local community wish and a wish for the 
wider world. They will learn how to design and 

evaluate products and use this knowledge to create 
their own wish jar. They will learn how to effectively 
use silhouettes and colour in their artwork.We will 
learn about our local community and how it has 

changed and meet residents from Bewick Lodge. We will 
learn how to make a movie to share memories and 
wishes.We will learn about the wider world, what 

people and animals need to survive and what life is 
like in different countries.

Can we wish 
for a whole 
new world?



Knowledge organiser: Can we wish for a whole new world?

Key vocabulary defintion

Kennings
verb

adjective

character
app

website

silhouette
primary colour

secondary colour

critique
evaluate

design

present

past
Tropic of cancer

Tropic of capricorn

Northern hemisphere 

Southenr hemisphere

Greenwich meridian

hygiene

muscle

Key vocabulary
ICT: 

In ICT we will learn what an app is and what a 
website it.We will learn how to use our iPads to 

find information. We will learn what makes a high 
quality photograph and how to photograph our 

work and upload it to Seesaw. We will learn how to 
make short movies to show our learning.

History:  
In history we will learn about how our local area 
was different in the past. We will learn how to 
ask appropriate questions to elicit information 
and how to use iPads to research local history.

Geography:: 
In geography we will learn the names of the 

seven continents and five oceans.We will find out 
about the different facilities available in 

villages, towns and cities.

Art: 
In art we will learn how to use silhouettes to 
enhance our art work. We will evaluate how 

famous artists have used silhouettes.We will 
learn how to use colours to effectively create 

moods and emotions in our work.We will learn to 
give constructive feedback to our peers and act 
on feedback we are given to improve our work.

Science: 
We will learn what animals need to survive and 
the importance of good hygiene, healthy eating 

and exercise. We will learn what a skeleton it and 
what its function is. We will learn what muscles 
are used for and how they link to the skeleton.


